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The Company - Who are we?

More Efficiencies

The Awery Way:

Better Process Control Best User Experience

Awery is an aviation software development company and IT service provider, this year 
celebrating its 15th anniversary.

We are supported by 85 experienced employees, serving 120+ clients globally.
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Awery’s Airline, Express and GHA Customers
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Awery’s Cargo GSSA Customers
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Problem: 
The industry’s reliance on email as the main source of communication; 
typically slow and requires human to human interaction.

Solution:
Awery’s eMagic tool harnesses AI and Machine Learning to convert 
emails into usable data.

What problems are we solving?

Industry pain points and Awery solutions
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What does the tech look like
Give immediate efficiency on data retyping and 
minimize the errors, better then MS Copilot and 
others
Convert email flow to structured quote and book 
process with detailed performance and analytics
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What does the tech look like
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Problem: 
Less than 10 percent of cargo booking transactions are completed 
online

Solution:
Awery’s CargoBooking platform that digitalises the entire cargo booking 
process; it is an instant search, quote, compare, and book solution.

What problems are we solving?

Industry pain points and Awery solutions
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Data driven businesses deliver better results
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Industry pain points and Awery solutions

AI is a “personal assistant” to Cargo shipments 

It can predict a problem before it occurs and create a solution

It will enable quicker and better decision making - but still within pre-set 
parameters managed by human intelligence

A recent McKinsey report estimated employing AI could bring an immediate 
8-25% LF improvement

What if Cargo could talk?
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Industry pain points and Awery solutions

Digitalization trends
Digital Bookings, with further direct integration to FF 
systems
ONE Record and other Unified Digital protocols/API for 
easier data sharing
Market Analysis with intellectual analysis of big data and 
AI/ML predictions
Dynamic pricing move to Continuous pricing based on 
additional market and economic environment data
Online payments, discounted price in case of prepayment
Cancellation charges as standard for big shipments
More digital and more sustainable cargo which will bring 
greater efficiency and visibility/traceability
Eco friendly technologies
Growth of Digital Consolidators (digital Forwarders/GSA)

Correct and proper live information 
plays a vital role in decision-making 

ONE 
Record
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The next 5 - 10 years in Air Cargo: the Awery vision

Generative AI will be able to automate the supply chain process 

It will provide true dynamic capacity and rate distribution, milestone planning and alerts - 
cargo will soon be able to “talk”.

AI will assist with processing, analytics and build predictions. 

AI will be a proactive tool to increase efficiency, reduce cost, improve asset utilization 
and help adapt more quickly to the ever-changing environment.

AI’s value is not in replacing humans, but to remove the manual processes and 
automate routine tasks, those enabling focus to be on more value added tasks and will 
encourage new entrants to the Air Cargo industry with skill sets and experience to take 
the industry forward
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THANK YOU!

Vitaly Smilianets
Founder and CEO

www.awery.aero

+380 50 469 29 49

+971 50 173 60 44
vitaly@awery.aero

http://www.awery.aero/
mailto:vitaly@awery.aero

